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Three receive honors
at recognition dinner
Three Boise State University
students received the school's
highest achievement honor last
week during the university's
annual Student Recognition
Dinner at the Student Union
Ballroom.
Tom Beeler, 230 Owyhee
Circle, Rene Clements, 181 No.
Liberty, and Gary McCabe,2238
Yale Lane, all Boise, were
individually presented with an
award plaque, each for a special
leadership effort in BSU student
body activities.
Beelerreceived the Director's
Award, presented by Student
Union Director Fred Norman.
He called Beeler's work on a
"better BSU Homecoming" and
school yearbook' 'samples of his
quiet, background efforts to
advance the quality of important
projects at BSU."
For her successful leadership
of a drive to qualify BSU as a
member of the National Student
Exchange program, senior Rene
Clements received the ASBSU
Award from student
body
President Lenny Hertling.
BSU President John Barnes
presented the President's Award to Gary McCabe for his role
that Barnes called "one of the

upfr

keys" to establishment of radio
station KBSU as the official
student radio outlet. Mcf'abe is
the manager of the new station,
located at 90.1 on Boise FM
dials~
Feature speaker for the dinner
was Dr. Barnes, who offered the
students and administrators
gathered his five-point list of
"what leadership is NOT."
"It is not how to read, it is
what to read; it is not how to use
talent, it is when and where to
use it; it is not to collect
information, it is the integration
of what you learn," he advised.
"Leadership is not in what you
know, it is acting on what you
know; it is not hindered by
mistakes, it is hindered when
you fail to learn from those
mistakes. "
In another dinner feature
Alumni Director Dyke Nally
introduced former ASBSU presidents in attendance and recalled his own days as a BSU
student body president.
Banquet guests were entertained by university pop musicians Pete Peterson and Todd
Rutledge prior to the awards
presentation.

Hoffman, Rudd, Artis win posts
Mike Hoffman, Chris Rudd
and Steve Artis emerged as the
new ASB president,
vicepresident and treasurer following the general election balloting on March 9 and 10.
Of the 1319 votes cast,
Hoffman received 7SS to opponent Will Roy's total of 478. Rudd
tallied 678 votes while Joe Thon
received SS6. Artis, who ran
unopposed,
came away with
1019 votes.
-School of Business
For the School of Business,
the five available seats will be
. filled by Shane Bengochea, who
'received
196 votes,
Ernie

.

Watkins and Reid Walters, both
registering 179 votes, and Larry
Johnson and Jim Marshall with
174 each. Other candidates
receiving votes were Jim Pepple, 172; Steve Jensen, 1~1;
Ann Babitt, 147; Joel Hochstrasser , 109; and Patrick
Wiench with 103.
School of Education
In the School of Education,
with two seats available, the
candidates on 'the ballot, Teri
Stancik and P.J.
Paullus ,
received 77 and 74 votes,
respectively.
School of Health Sciences
John Osterkamp ran unop-

.Students favor pavilion;
vote down fee hike
BSU students favor the creation of a pavilion on the campus,
but would not support a raise in student fees to fund the project.
In a special vote authorized by
the Student Senate and "conducted along with the ASB general
election, 917 students recorded
their support of a pavilion while
344 were against the proposal. ,
When - asked if student

fees

should be raised to pay for such
a facility, 838 voters were
against a' raise while 389
favored it. As to how much fees
should be raised if the ASBSU
decided to construct the pavilion
alone, 119 favored
a $SO
increase; 8 favored a $40 hike;
83 supported a $30 increase; 194
favored
a $20 rise;
273
supported a $10 increase while
S66 wanted no increase at all.
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John Homer, as a witness, stands before Sherrl WeDs, the accused, In a scene from "The investigation,"
a drama hy Peter Weiss. The play starts March 2S at the Suhal Theatre. See page 8 for related story.

posed for one of the two seats
open for the School of Health
Sciences. He received 46 votes.
The other seat remains vacant.
A complaint was filed in the
ASBSU Judiciary by Willard K.
Edwards concerning the election results in the School of Arts
and Sciences and Vo-Tech,
Edwards is a Vo-Tech student,
and was' a' candidate for that
school's two senate seats, but
was listed, instead, on the Arts
and Sciences ballot.
The following results may be
subject to change after .a
judiciary hearing on the complaint is completed.
Arts and Sciences
In the School of Arts and
Sciences, the six senate seats
were claimed by Steve Bodmer
with 220 votes; Desiree Twitchell, 196 votes; Donna Mentzer,
187; David Hammerquist and
Craig Hurst, both with 173
votes; and Bob Lemmon with
171. The other candidates
receiving votes were Les Wolff,
162 votes; W. Scott Wigle, 142;
Steven Godby, 134; Kurt Amesbury, 131; and Willard K.
Edwards, 119 votes.
Yo-Tech
Linda Norberg and Paul R.
Burress secured the two seats
from the Vo-Tech School with 84
and SS votes respectively.
Opponent Roger Luge received
43 votes.
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Department sponsors seminar
"-

A special seminar for the
professional and layperson will
be held March 28-29 at BSU in
the Student Union Building.
The . seminar is designed to
further the understanding of the
human sexuality.
It is sponsored by the Social
Work Department of BSU and is
coordinated by Katherine Beck
and upper division work students of the department.
The
workshop leaders this year will
be Winifred· Kempton, ACSW
and Gerald Gingrich, TH.D.
The March 28 schedule will
start at 9:30 with introductions
.and will proceed with talks on
sex, sexuality, sex education,
sex councelling and sex therapy
by Kempton. Following lunch,
lectures will be held on "The
Human Sexual Response Cycle", "Readiness Through Resolution Phases", and "Male-Female differences and Similarities" .
Also taking place
will be a' discussion of the
lecture
with a film and
forniation of small groups. At

:

~

Boise State

.

1

Shotokan

Karat. Club
Practices Monday, _.
Wednesday
& Thursday,
7pm in BSUGym
every week.
Interested persons
welcome!
.

\

-

3:30 there will be human sexuality fims shown on subjects
such
as
heterosexual
intercourse.
On March 29 workshops will be
conducted
by Kempton on
"Sexuality and the Early Years" and Gingrich will conduct a
workshop entitled "Marriage
Counseling and Sexual Problems" plus "Sexuality
and
Special Groups" and "Sexuality
and Morality."
The afternoon
will be a
continuation of workshops if

needed and other film showings.
Both Winifred Kempton and
Dr. Gerald Gingrich are exceptionally qualified persons in this
field and Kempton is an author
of several publications.
Registrtaion is $10 for full-time-students and $20 for non-students.
A large attendance is
anticipated from all of Idaho and .
pre-registration is requested.
Forms are available for this
third annual event at BSU
Student Union Building.

IICreative life-Planning"
seminar "to be held
A "Creative life-Planning"
seminar led by the counselorconsultant
Alene Moris of
Seattle will be held Thursday,
March 24 at the Boise State
University Student Union Ballroom.
Following registration at 8:30
a.m., sessions on women's
lifestyles, goal setting, psychology of women and career
development will run throughout the day, ending at 3 p.m.
Moris is director
of the

Student Assistant position open
The Office of the Vice-President for Student Affairs would
like to announce that applications are available for the
position of "Student Assistant
to Dean of Student Advisory &
Special Services."
This is a
half-time position with Boise
State University working out of
t~ Office of Student Advisory
. and .Special Services.
Student Assistant responsibilities include: (1) work with
minority, handicapped, disadvantaged, and special student
groups; (2) assist the Tutorial
Coordinator with the maintenance of the tutorial program; (3)
assists with conducting exit
interviews of students contemplating or actually withdrawing
from the University; (4) assists'
with and coordinates the development, editing and publication
of the official Student Handbook in cooperation with the

ASBSU Student Handbook
Committee; (5) submits weekly
progress
reports
on work
activities.
All students
interested
in
applying for the position must
meet the following qualifica• tions in order to be considered:
(1) junior, senior, or graduate
standing; (2) cumulative grade
point average of 2.50; (3)
enrolled as a full-time student.
The Student Assistant will be
expected to arrange their class
schedule around a four-hour
block of time in the office each
day for a twenty-or-more hour
work week. It is also preferred
that the student have experience working with students,
meeting the public, have a
sincere interest in understanding and knowledge of special

student groups, and ability to
talk to and before groups.
The Student Assistant position
is for the academic
year
.1977-78.
Remuneration includes $300 per month "for
10-months; 20 hours per week,
Applications for the position of
Student Assistant to the Dean of
Student Advisory &Special Services may be secured from:
Boise State University
Student Advisory & Special
Services
Room 114- Administration
Building
Closing Date: April 8, 1977
Boise State University Is an
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative
Action Institution

Individual Development C~nter
in Seattle, which has served
6000 persons through counseling and seminars. She is also a
management consultant to several companies,
government
agencies, schools and national
women's groups.
She received her master's
degree in 1970 in counseling
and formerly :directed
the
Women's Guidance Center at
the. University of Washington.
The "Creative Life-Planning"
seminar is designed to help
women assess their abilities, life
experiences and work skills .
The basic principles of management and decision-making will
be taught.
"Women
themselves
have
traditionally undervalued their
abilities, accepting society's
view that the home was the only
proper arena for women's
talents," she said .
"However,
we live in a
radically changed world and
one's understanding
of the
'home' must be greatly expand. ed if the acuter needs of today
are to be met."
Enrollment in-tlfe seminar will
be limited to the first 250
reservations.
Interested persons can contact Diane.
Dufenhorst at 376-7417 for more
information.
Mrs. Moris's appearance in
Boise is sponsored by the BSU
Department of Societal and
Urban Studies,
the Junior
League and Women's Program
Committee.

Senate approves budget request
Avoid some of the pitfalls
of student teaching!
Come and find out how to make your student
teaching days easier and more worry-free! ! !

WHEN: March 24th 12:00-1 :00 pm
WHERE: Senate Chambers-SUB

The Senate gave final approval
to budget requests from the
Minority Cultural Board and the
Music Department
at their
March 8 meeting.
The Minority Cultural Board
received. $2,220'of their original
$3,840 request. The funds will
be used to maintain the board's
current operating status and to
purchase new supplies.

Ten students will attend the
National Conference of Music
Educators in Seattle in April
with the $1,467.80 allocation.
These funds will be used to
supplement the $139 raised by
the Music Department.
In other action, three bills were
, refused to the judiciary while
another was referred to the
legislative reviston committee.

Of the three referred to the
judiciary, two dealt with the
creation of an election board and
election code and the other
establishes
criteria for job
descriptions within the ASB.
The bill referred
to the
legislative revision committee
seeks to establish a uniform
criteria for the distribution of
service awards to the various
positions in the ASB.

NHO: Carrie Yokum
- and Gregg Forry
Both of them have just been through the "heaven and hell" of
student teaching. They will share with you the problems and joys
they both encountered during their own student teaching, so you
can be better prepared when you student teach.

Coming attraction:
"How to Apply

Tony Dennis,
Personnel Director
Boise Independent

School District

for a Teaching Jcb"

Sponsored by
Student National Education Association

Hey, Metlitlml'll
We are reorganizing
the Student,
I nternational
Meditation'
Society
to
achieve more student involvement.
For more information,
call Michael Booth at 344-5037

Mistake
corrected
In the March 7 issue a mistake
was made on page 10 of the
special candidates section. It
was listed that there were three
seats available in the Senate for
the School of Education. To be
correct, there were only two to
be had in the March 9 and 10
elections in that school. ,
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" 'Po.lo\vinghimon,theprogram
Will, be, W . 'Roger .Buffalohead,
•who wili,give the keynote talk of ' '
, theconr~r~lice
'on, "Indian
,
People in the Twentieth Centu-: "
, ry" ,at 7;40 p.rn.in
the Nez
.
.
Perce
of the SUB, ' ,
TheInstitute
conclude with, '
Buffaloheadis acting, chairman
a dinner Marcl125at 6:30' p.lIi.
'QftheDepartment
of' Indian
, in North'sChtickwagon~
Spea.
..'
.
.
, ker for that event wili, be David
, Grant; an educator'
director
of Indian. seminars fromSix>kane; Costforthe. dinner will be
$3:80.
-t:
All events;' except for the
magazine include' The Hot','
Friday .dinner are free.' The
'ThrIll, a sPoof of True 'Comes- ' ,
, mstltute is sponSored, by the
sloDs-type magazines.
This
Department 'of
History' and
'section
contains: such 'lurid' '
Dalila Soghop Clab at Boise
,.let-downs as "I viciously AttacState.
' ,
ked My Own Daughter;" and
'. A Day' in -the
Life of
-Death't-vcomplete with 'sleazy,
staged photographs' and purp-.
oseful typos in the pulpparody
copy. ' ,
,',
,
: Another new, section' presents
, translations of works in 'Russian,
German', French, and Japanese,
A sequence is provided which"
illustrates the art of translation:
the origh1al is presented; then a'
word-for-word ("lexical"ftran,
A'rt Supplies frorn
siati~n~ and, then a, literary
Gmmbacher*Wln80r-NewtOn* :
verslon..' Addition/Illy" author's
P~rma~~t Plg~eD'ts*CoDte*
and translator's Comments are
'Speedb8ll*strithmore*x-Aeto*
, provided to give insight into'the
Llqultex*Creseilt*PlckeU*tuxo "
•process of. rendering a: work of
*Fredrlx*Sculpture
' Bouse*
art.into the English 'language.
Koh-l-noor*D'Arches
Traditional sections contain, of '
'course, new material like two
'plays, an: interview .with the,
nationally-known Oregon poet
'
WilIiamStafford, selected, poe- ,
'
ms done .in traditional forms;'
: , 'and 'short stories.
One' short
' story, "SomeDay
the Smog
Will Come 'to San' Clemente,"
has been selected as, an'entrant
in a $5000 natior,al short fiction
competition. '

room

"

will

'

and

, ,High abOve ~e BoIse"~ on the BW"Cwrs, Heme J~80n'[top]
gives '
some pointers on' climbing to Tom Coates,' Recreatlo, A8sls~t of the
,SUB Games ,Area In prepa:ratlon tor ablickpackl!,g and cllmb'lrig trip to '
Yosemite National Park. . ' " , "
'",I
'
"
,',
"

The .Boise State University
nature photography, and many
, ly forced' to confront his own
Outdoor ACtivitie~ Center is an,
other related' skills.
The
personality, and his abilities.
activitiesorieiltedprogram
in', "program,
is open to sussu
He has a measure of, himself
which we bring the participant '
students, high school students.
, .through
his . own personal
and environnienttogether.,
This 'visitors,arid
the general public; "
.assessment ,of, his response, to
provides opportunities' for' 'the'
There is no discrimination', due
, the demands of the ',environparticipants to test themselves 'to
sex, racev.or age, '
,ment. "
mentally, 'physically and also,
'The major, objectives, of the"
The ,~ainpremise
of the
, provides a learning situation for ' " • .program: are' as follows: ' to , , OirtdoorActivities Center i~ to
'each individual.' The program '
provide, instruction in ,various . 'provide' a ,non-structured type
, .' deals with many areas' 'of
skills; in respect to the outdoors;'
•progtam in which the' individual
outdoor recreation, and envir-'
to provide low cost trips to the
may become aware' of his own
'oilmental
education.'
Theparttcipiults;,
to 'provide
for'
personidity.
The program"
aiong with the wilderness,
'
Outdoor Activities Center is not
' mental and physical 'develope'a club," and lias no dues,ment;a
place where people ,can
environment
witt 'present
a
members; officers;coinplex'
shatesimilar
interests. arid - series' of 'realistic 'and unavoidrules, or required meetings~
ideas; to encourage partiCipants
able chall~nges' to which the
The participants of tlte program '
to become' part of a, cooperative '
participa.nt 'mu~trespond:
" are', "Common Ad~entuies""
instrlictional process; to' provide,
, , ~ there are no specified leaders.',
' and: make, available, resource',
Each participant shares his
inatenal for the, participant. '
skills ,and knowleqgewith
the
' .' the partiCipant in an Outdoor
otheis~ Each individuilt fias 'the ' '. Adventure is' aware of what his
freedom' to explore and enjoy
res{x>nse and action: should be in
" the, environment' as' he so
or'dei:to ,match his kriowlege
'd eSlres.
' .' ,
'with, the environment.
The"
,
'The pro'gram is structured' in
' .,erson standing at the base of a '
such ,a ,manner 'that
the
' ~ountain 'knows tliat he should,
in(lividual, c~n "gaiil'~ skills,'
go up, and if he Aoesn't that will ,
, ' initiate and participatein ..many
,tell ,him "so'metliingabouf
""areas 'o( outdoor recreatio~;
'himself. , If he ,does,
must
, such as, 'all types ~f Ciinibing; ,,' .deal 'with, the~demands that liis '
,hiking,taftjrig:
,crossoouritry
'ascent will·make on hiin~ Either'
,skiing, environrren~al actiy,ities,
'~ay ,the'p~rticiparitis
ultitn~te~'

"ne·

';-\ ,
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editorial --------------..

LOOKI-WBm NOT GOING

Pavilion vote.joke
Yes, we have no pavilion ... If that sounds like a joke, I'm sorry
-- it isn't. Perhaps the vote that was taken just before spring
break was, though. It seems that the small number of students
who bothered to vote decided that they didn't want to pay for it.
Now, don't get me wrong, I'm not saying the votewas wrong -I can't find fault with not wanting to spend money. It's just that I
am afraid that the money will have to be spent anyway. In other
words, the little red brick firetrap that we call a gym is going to
have to be replaced within the near future (in terms of a very few
years). The students of Boise State know that.
That's right there is no way that gym is going to make it at this
university. Think about it my friends ... you can't go to concerts in
it. the fire department won't let you (and there is no doubt that
they are right). If concerts aren't what you are looking for, let's
look at basketball games. Suppose BSU, in the next few years,
starts to win big in that sport. Where are the 10,000 or so
students going to watch the games from? Well, maybe 3,-500
students will get to see them, but then where do we put the
Bronco Boosters or your parents? That's right they will all be
waiting in the parking lot.
I guess the point I am trying to make is that this school has
painfully outgrown its gymnasium and we need a new facility.
The longer we wait the more it is going to cost. Building costs are
rising at an alarming rate. For example, if BSU were to have
built a facility comparable to the SpecCenter at the University of
Utah five y.ears ago it would. have cost about 6 million dollars.
Today it would cost about 10 million. Now, just stop and think
about what it will cost in another five years.
We blew it... we should have done it when it was affordable.
At the rate we're going it will Cost us about $100 plus a semester
when it is built. That's really too bad, isn't it. If you think not,
then come back to BSU in ten years and see what registration
fees are.

J.S.
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the fifth column ----------------...

Papers repress facts in Arizona
by Chuck Bole

The Great Journalistic Whore ofthe West (the
Arizona Republic) is showing its true colors
once again--shades of yellow.
Following the bombing death last summer of
Republic investigative reporter Don Bolles,
the Investigative
Reporters
and Editors
(IRE) group was formed to investigate the
reasons behind Bolles' death and to follow up
leads he had uncovered. The Republic, and its
sister publication the Phoenix Gazette--the
evening paper, true to their journalistic creed,
"All the news that fits our preconceptions,"
didn't like what the IRE discovered and are
refusing to run the findings of the group.
What probably upset the Republic and Gazette
was that the IRE reported that prominent
Arizona business
and political figures,
, in~luding Senator Goldwater. and Harry
. Rosenzweig, former GOP state chairman, have
had close ties with mobsters.
The suppression of major news items is,
however, nothing new for the Arizona Republic
and Phoenix Gazette. Four years ago former
Republican governor, and at-that-time U.S.
Senator, Paul Fannin was arrested for drunk
driving. Following the arrest, not one word
appeared in either the Republic or Gazette
regarding the incident.
Other local media,
notably the 40,000 circulation weekly New
Times, did carry reports of the arrest.
A~his preliminary, Fannin's doctors testified
that he was taking medication at the time of the
arrest which would have produced the results
obtained by the breathalyzer. At that time all
charges were dismissed.
Subsequent investigation by the New Times
revealed, however, that Fannin's doctors had
poured the medication in liquid form into the
breathalyzer; and, for Fannin's breath to have
yielded the same results as a result of taking the
medication, his body temperature would have
had to have been in excess of 700 degrees.
Naturally, the Republic and Gazette made no
mention of the New Times' findings.
Following these disclosures, charges were
refiled and Fannin was allowed to plead no
contest to driving-under-the-influence and was
sentenced to a day in jail (he actually spent only
two hours).
No perjury charges were ever brought against
Fannin's doctors, much of the evidence having
mysteriously disappeared, or perhaps not so
mysteriously-the prosecutor's office in Phoenix
being firmly in the hands of GOP good 01' boys.
Thus, the refusal of the Republic and Gazette
to print the findings of the Investigative
Reporters and Editors should come as no
surprise to anyone familiar with R&G editorial
policy.

The coverage given Barry Goldwater, as an
example typical of the coverage
given
conservative local politicians, in the Republic
over the years would have led the naive to
-believe that upon his death, Goldwater would
ascend directly into heaven accompanied by
trumpet fanfares from the angel Moroni's
trumpet quartet. The IRE reports would totally
destroy this carefully contrived image, so the
Republic isn't going to print them.
But, then again, what can you expect from a
paper published, until very -recently (it's now
published by his heirs), by Eugene C. Pullian, a
man who was proud to have his papers run
photos of himself walking arm-in-arm with
Generalissimo Francisco Franco?

*****
An idea of what Boise could be like in another
twenty or twenty-five years, if developers are
allowed to run rampant, can be had by taking a
short glimpse at my hometown -- Phoenix,
Arizona.
When I was a small child, in the early 1950's,
Phoenix had a metropolitan population of about
a quarter of a million, relatively unpolluted air,
enough water and power, and a not unusually
high crime rate; in short, it was a pleasant place
to live.
In the more than twenty years that have
intervened, Phoenix has become a nightmare,
primarily because of unrestricted development.
The people of Phoenix thought that unrestricted
development would mean jobs and prosperity.
It didn't.
.
Today the population of the Phoenix
metropolitan area is nearing a million and a
half. And those people are spread out over an
area approximately 50 miles long and 30 miles
wide (the Valley of the Sun).
The growth has been totally unplanned.
Checkerboard development
-- subdivisions
spread out at random on the desert with huge
vacant areas separating them -- is the rule in
the Phoenix area. The disadvantages of this
type of development are almost too abundant to
enumerate; here are a few: because the
subdivisions were designed solely with profit in
mind, many lack, or are woefully inadequate in
the provision of, such basic necessities as
schools, parks, and shopping centers; because
the subdivisions are so spread out, the cost of
bringing utility service to them is high -- this
cost is borne by all utility customers, old as well
as new; similarly, jobs are generally miles and
miles away from residential areas; this means
that a huge amount of driving is required of
virtually everyone in the area; this in turn
means that a very large, and constantly
[cont. on page 10]
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· Eclltor, the ARBITER·
This 'i~' an btvitation for
"recognized groups~'\ oli'your ..
,'campus'
to' participate in .Natioi .nal'COllege ,"Pitch m""Week,
I' April 18-22.
'. " "
· .This year; National' College
"Pitch In" judges will award
five
Sl000 first .place,
.
. . five $500

t

.

'.

,

. second place, and' ,'five siso
third place 'Eiducationid'"awards
'. for.the.most creative "Pitch lif'
projects.
, .':
-. .' '
" Y6urschool;
or one :of your
stud~ntgroups
could be a
. 'winner I ....
,. "
PLEASE NOTIFY ALL'
ELIGmLE

GROUPS

ON

.CAMPUS. ','

....Recyc1eyour politics,stud~nts -. ' .
. • .. Rob Millensifer " :
The campaigning that' has ' .
Jenny Snodgrass
. taken place this . year has. "
certainly
been a,waste,,:-of
•
'paper, that' is. .
'.
.
.'.
, Any school government that.is
. 1'la:ti~nal College "Pitch : In"
.)
.Week program is cO~sponsored • concerned' wi~h effecieney; cost'
cutting and Conservation would , I
"'. by 'Bu~weiserand
the' ABC'
I
Radio '.Network. ···.·The· .attached . -. have quite a time explaining the
,
I
rep~titious:
.array'
of'
campaign
"
, brochure has :allthe details; -.'
I
posters. plastered
on ev'ery.
, Please.' ~turn,the'post-free
·1
.' building of-thisschool, " " .'
.
,registrationcard.
_t'more than
'.One notable duowho ran for
one group will be sponsoring a
I
1
President
and ·:Vice~President
project; a .letter ' or 'p()st card
I:~
had 'at least 50 Posters: advertfrom .the 'group addressed. to:
"I. g
.ising
themselves
around
tlie"
.~.. .,"
I,
"Pitch In"; ABC Radio Net-'
'SUB· cafeteria (plus countless
work,' 1330 Avenue . of the
leaflets resting' on the tables.) -'. I
I
.Americas; New York, NY 10019,
Other .candidates displayed a
will register the group.'
'.. HAiRSTYLIST
'\
similiar disregard, for modest
J
campaign:
practice.
.
.'
.BiffJones
-Have. the' students of, this
Advertising Manager.
school
equated notoriety :.vith
Budweiser
For Men& Women,
... '
,
"
the qualifications forciffice?
I
,In.Belgravia5th
&Main
I
Now is the time ~ur country
Michael E; Penzell .
.'I
.435
Main
Street
f
should be concerned . with the'
Vice President and Director of
-I
Boise,
Idaho.
83702
'.
I~
conservation of all our; natural
Sales
I'
,
"
I
resources.
..
+-,,;..----,;..-...J
ABC Radio Network

.,r-I'

I

-c •

.Clements· notes two
.

1·

..I,

"

'

Editor; the ARBITER

I'

r

Assistant Director of Student
, Activities.. . Both . were key
Two very imPortantpeop~e are
individuals in .this pro,gram's
·due, recognition for their. activi-· . ' approval on the BSUcampus
,ties in .implementing the:Nat~
and'are the individuals who are
iona:l Student ExchangeProg~
instrumental in having a quality
ram.
..'
. _
,
. program.."
'.
.
" This is a' grateful ackilowledOn .behalf of the students
gement to Dr. David Taylor,
tha~ks so much--.
.' Vice-President of Student Affa- .'
,%spectfully,
'irs and Ms. Christa ' Bax;
'Rene Clements

I

'
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I

:

.'

'

Cardinale
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lt~~clate~'
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,Cons'etvatismemerges
on coJlege campuses •..
, ," Students' were certainly less
.radical in.the Sixties than .the
nie,dia suggested and than the .'
demonstrations
niig~t: have
, conveyed, and I thiIik, they are
, less conservative than 'some of '
the ,senthn~nts 'people
'are " '.
expressing' today. ;,
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Stump
TRIVIA RAT

More coeds going'
.out for vorsity ath letics
The number of co-eds activein
varsity sports at their colleges
has doubled in three years.
In addition, athletic scholarships for women have also risen
in number.
In 1973, the number of girls
involved in college varsity
sports was 500,000, and in 1976
that number had risen to

100,000, according
to the
Association for Intercollegiate
Athletics. The association also
reported that 200 women's
athletic scholarships were awarded in 1971. In 1977,350
college and universities are
handing out from five to 60
women's athletic scholarships
apiece.

by Mark Brougtt
·1 What do these people have in

common: pianist Eugene List,
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis,
Richard Rogers and Oscar
Hammersteinll. and fight referee Ruby Goldstein?
2 Who hosted "You asked for
it"?

Horoscope

Aries : Trust your intuition
For the week of Mnrch 21-27
by GINA, CDNS
Copley News Servlee

your motives. Resist feelings of
jealousy.
Use your special
talents. '

ARIES: [March 21 to Aprll
19J--Trust your intuition and
made private plans.
Consult
secretly with important people
whose advice is valuable. Shore
up financial bases--apply for a
loan if necessary.
Curb
extravagance.
Compromise
with mate.

LEO: [July 23 to Aug.
22]--Work quietly and efficiently
in the background, keeping an
eye out for the way the wind
blows. Give thought and effort
to your long-range goals.
Adhere to any special diet that
has been recommended.
Cooperate with mate or partner.

TAURUS: [AprU 20 to May
201-- You have a somewhat
"Free" period to do the things
you enjoy. Read, investigate
new philosophical fields.
Be
prepared for a need to explain
your position in career matters.
Combine social pleasures with
meaningful conversations.

Virgo; JAug. 23 to Sept.
22J--Avoid scattering or wasting
your energies
by carefully
choosing the direction you want
to go. Get out and about for
amusement and entertainment.
Evaluate competitors' methods
and update your own.

GEMINI: [May 21 to JUDe
21]--1f at all possible, avoid or
delay legal matters. Take care of
tax payments, traffic fines, etc.,
promptly. Tighten your purse
strings--not the time to borrow
or lend.
Approach superiors
with well-thought-out propositions.
CANCER: [JUDe 22 to July
22]--Work cooperatively with
mate or partner on a joint
project. The problem you are
solving demands logic and
complete self-honesty regarding

LIBRA: [Sept. 23 to Oct.
22]--Your popularity is high and
you attract romantic attention,
Use your artistic abilities and'
involve yourself in literary
pursuits.
Another proposition
that pays more money could
come to your attention or a
residence that is "just right."
SCORPIO: [Oct. 23 to Nov.
21]--Pay attention to health
matters and instigate an exercise program. Adhere to budget
carefully and guard your valuables. Romance is favored and .
career goes well. Seek help you

'NELL) \'0 JUS, L\ KE-

TO SA'( II-lA r "THAT \S
QUITE. ~1RU£! JUST
A LoT OF

TH6 OlftER ()f\7 ItJ-me
1}1f;

GOYS f\C,WSE THE.

GIRLS liVING- ON
CAft1POS AS BElNfr
5TlKK-UP) 5f1JOBl)ISH
AND UNfRIE:Ntll.. 'I.

fY\~K I APr~t'OIeD

A

CERTAIN iOOAl~ l-OutL '/

MJ() ASKED HER IF SHE.
WOOL!)

EtV::JJ1 A
G-NfI E

m 1E.N0Li

Of FRlSBE E: •••

3
Name the baseball- player
nicknamed the "Big Six".
Identify the movie from the
meaningful dialogue: ,"We'll
start with a few murders. Big
men. Little Men. Just to show
we make no distindion ... Even
the moon is frightened of me,
frightened to death."
4

7 - What was the "FOOD SHOT

FROM GUNS"?
8 In what Marx Brothers movie
did -the following occur: Harpo
and Chico's bridge game?
9 What news event does this
headline refer?
"Havptmann
Nailed For Kidnaping';
10 Name the American Leauge
Batting Champion in 1937?

5 What state was the setting
for Orson Welle's radio adaptation of "The War of the
Worlds"?

11 Who made the first solo flight
around the world?

What made the shooting of
six gangsters in Bugs Moran's
garage so memorable?

1-2 Identify the war movie from
the names of these players:
Preston Foster, Lloyd Nolan,
William Bendix.

6

need from cooperative co-workers.
ACROSS

Saglttatlus; ]Nov. 22 to Dec.
21]--You need to circulate freely
now. Get out for luncheon,
shopping and the like. Steadily
apply yourself to work even
though you feel disinterested.
People you've helped in the past
come forward to help you now.

1. Practices
ception

de-

6. Genteel and
elegant
8. Get away
quickly: 3 wds.
10. Weapon at
Balaklava
11. Othello, for
one
13. Remedies
14. Increased
17. Legal claim

CAPRICORN: [Dec.22 to Jan

18. Frock

19J-- The possibility of travel is

19. Krieg or
guerre

strong and would be very
enjoyable. If possible, take your
mate with you.
Don't be
tempted by other job offers just
now. Ignore gossip and envy.
Your popularity will endure.
Aquarius; ]Jan. 20 to Feb.
18]--Travel and communications
are highlighted
now.
Be
prepared to leave on the spur of
the moment. Nothing succeeds
like success and you're in an
"up"
cycle. Cut personal
worries out of your mind and
:1ive in the now;
PISCES: [Feb. 19 -to march
20]-Don't try to turn a good
friendship into a romance. Add
to wardrobe, but avoid showy or
flamboyant clothes. Work very
hard, even on days off if
required.
Let go of the
past-forgive and forget.

5~e ~'J.al AND
SEEMED 6'LAO 11\~T
I HAD ASKcO. SI1E

saRT Of CrICrCrLED
ANO lOOK THe
FRISBE E: •••

26. Architectural
pier
26. Urges on
28. Of low intenaityand
reduced volume
29. Brought
against

action

30. Dawdled
31.. Shown live or
on tape
34. He "lives it

up"
35. Iraq export

4. Windup

DOWN

20. Very slowly:
4 wds.

1. Gala affairs

23. Throng

2. - cry, a great
distance:
2
wds,

24. Pipe fittings

8. Feel concern
for: 2 wda.

3: Family

6. Religious

talks

6. Painter of
"The Descent
from the
Cross"
7. PSIfS

9. Undesired: 2
wds.
.
10. Would-be
grooms
12. Responded to
stimuli
13. - down,
become more
strict with

C

14. Bubbles up and
vaporizes

R

15. Birds with bi!:
eyes

o

16. Fear mixed
with awe

S

18. Audacity;
impudence

5

21. Heckled

W

22. Penniless
person

o

27. Equal
28. He led the
Israelites
from Egypt

R

o
S

30. Eight furlongs

Copley News ServiCe!

32. Zsa Zsa's sister

Reprinte~ f~om POCKET CROSSWORD PUZZLES with· 3S. Ex.GI
the permlsslo~ o~ Dell PUblishing Co .• Inc. Copyright e
1975 Dell PUblishing Co .. Inc. All rights reserved.

:n-IEN SHE. IMe£[)DtD \1
I/IJ NIl rACE ANn TOLD
mE \0
OfF.

ron

B81'dya 'Ana~mlU'd-Sopho~ore~·
Yes, 'I did because ifelt
I
should;,'
' '

, ,sUe,

WeftY~freshiniui-No;' bec~usel don't .know any of the
candidates.
"
"

'

'"

....

Reporter
'sUsan

G1hrlng-junio~-No,' be-.
cause 1 will be leaviligin May..
and 1 don't feel like L should
" , have anything to do~ith next
, year; I,voted: last year-but not '
this vear. ,"
'

ChrIsH8nsen-junioJ:-,Yesl did to ,
vote down the' pavilion. '
'
'

Governmentdamps
.Campus Digest News' service ,
. More -and more "college"
,assistance"
programs, "due-to. ' '
, fewer funds and more inflation,
are beoomiligmorellard-nosed
'about who gets what, money-w~
ise;.The 'latest, .victims' ,of the
fallilig financial axe are veterans
attendiligschool
under the GI
Bill.'
'
,
,
In ,the past,' if a vet~.ran
dropped some ,courses,' and '
.carried .toofew credit hours to'
qualify .for '. his government
assistance. the Veterans Admi, nist,atioit' (VA)' routilieiy paid
'forthose
dropped' courses.
'

down on vets·

But no more. If veterans now
"don't 'completetheireourses;
the VA will demand the money
back.
'
Under new legislation, the vA
" will require, retroactive refunds
from a'veb~ran who takes a
course and then drops it before
'rompletion .and. ends, up with
fewer credit hours than, required "
"to 'qualify for his VA benefits.
,Thisal!iO applies to cases where
a courseiscompleted~ butis not
reqliifedby
the veteran to
.gradu~te.Theamounts
of the
beriefitsvary
for full-ttme,

threequarter.;time, and halftime,
students.
,
.
This retroactive refund
, provision' became law Dec.l,1976. No refunds are' required
for VA payements made before
then, but for the current' and
,future terms, the refunds can be
assessed:ba~k to the start of the
term.

'
-:

.
.

•
•
•
•

FULL-SERVICE SALON
PERMS .. STVlING-RESTRI,ICTURING
APPOINTMENTS ANYTIME ,
WALK.·INS WELCOME

Bldg.

,810 W: Bannock'-:'hi HotelB«lise
, VICKIMI,NOR -Owner, Stylist

e-

.

"

::.

.

,.
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entertai nment
"Wind"rock drama opens March 29
For the sake of a different
approach to a standard publicity
article and for the sake of
clarity,
th is article is an
interview with the producercreators of "WIND", a contemporary rock theatre presentation
that will be opening March 29th,
running through the first of
April.
Q. You call this contemporary
rock theatre.
Why not rock
opera?
Erci Bischoff. Weare scared of
the term.
Bruce Richardson.
When
people hear 'rock opera' they
think of Tommy, or J.C.
Superstar.
Those are not
operas, they are song cycles,
collections of songs that fit a
concept or outline a story.
Q. What is this then?
Eric. It is a play first, opera
second.
Q. It is an opera then?
Eric. Yes, using modern music,
rock.
Q. How did this get started?
Bruce. We did a "rock opera"
last year ...
Eric. "Demons and Wizards."
Bruce. Thank you.
Eric. Thank you.
Bruce. "Demons and Wizards"
was successful, a lot of people
saw it, and they rea\\y enjoyed
it, but we felt that modern music
could be more effectively used,
if it was a story first, music
second. That way we have the
emotional impact that can be
boosted by the music.

Q.
What is the theme of
WIND?
Eric. The re-awakening of lost
emotions.
Q. Sounds deep. Is it?
Eric. No. It is about a man who
has led a cause for many years
and discovers that he has been
fighting for the sake of fighting,
not really having a reason
anymore. In the course of the
play, he recovers that original
feeling and sees that in his life
he has turned around.
Q. I understand that you have
had some national attention.
Eric. Yes, we got a call from a
New York record company and
they are interested in it.
Q. Why interested in a rock
opera in Boise, Idaho, the
country's best known hick town?
Bruce. Because this might be
the first genuinely effective
combination of rock and theatre.
Others have tried, but they
have been rock musicians with
little or no stage savvy.
Q. What about Webber and
Rice, Superstar composers?
Bruce. They are conservatory
musicians
and have never
staged productions. They don't
put enough action in' their
music. Dramatic action. It is
almost always a reaction to
something that has already
happened.
Eric. With WIND, we wrote the
libretto first, then wrote the
music, a different approach,
maybe not a good approach, but
at least
we think
it is

MARCH 23RD'
DUSK

IJz Jacboa, Usa McKeu, Glqer Scott, LaurIe Anderton, IAmce BmWD
and Sandy Fauver are In the 8naI stages of rehearsal for the rock·elrama
"Wind," whIch opens at the Special Events Center March 29.
dramatically exciting.
music, Spike Ericson wrote the
Q. Did you write the music?
good stuff.
.
Eric.
1 wrote the garbage
Q. Bruce?

Bruce. Eric and I wrote the
script, and I designed the set.
. Q. How is it being financed?
Bruce. From our own pocket
and Dr. Ericson and the theatre
Department have done a lot. It
is a class project.
Q. What about tickets?
Bruce. All profits from this will
go into scholarships for the
theatre department.
Eric. Tickets are one dollar for
students and two for all the rest.
Q. Where wi11you put on the
show?
Bruce. In the Special Events
Center.
Steve Robertson has
been awfully good to us about
using the building.
Q. Who should see the show?
Bruce. Everybody. It is not ear
shattering
music, but it is
exciting., The whole play IS
exciting. A good band too.
"WIND" opens March 29. at
8: 15 in the special events
center.

Theatre Department to present
"The Investigation" March 25
people. "The Investigation" is
a dramatization of the actual
courtroom testimonies
given
during the war criminals' trials
after the war.
Heading the
proceedings wi11 be Lyle R.
Price as the judge with Danny
Lowber as the prosecutor and
Steve Corbett as defense attorney.
The accused:
Bob
Maughan .. Joel L. Farmer, G.
Robert Fields, Wi11iam H.
Nagel, Sherri Wells and Michael Hofferber. The witnesses
for the prosecution: Sandra

The scene and costume shops
are busy and rehearsals are
under
way for the BSU
Department of Theatre Arts
production "The Investigation"
by Peter Weiss ..
During WW II the Nazis
exterminated over six million

****************~
~

TEQUILA PARTY

~.

~

EVERY MONDAY 8·12PM

+:

**

All shots of
~
PANCHO VILLA
+:'
,~ TEQUILA
~
*Drawings for T-shirts, Sombre-a
~ros, Belt Buckles
i<
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
i<
COUNTRY WESTERN MUSIC ~ I
:EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT: '\
DANCE CONTEST
i<
l+Best couple on the floor wins a~
~case of beer. Contest at 10:00 j(
)fP.M.
:
EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT iC
*"DOWD Memory Lane"
+:
~ Dance to the music of the
it
40's,50's & 60,s.
:
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
iC
NIGHTS
-i<
~
Dance to
~
*,The
latest
Disco
Muslci'C

Marsh, Robert Bradshaw, Liz
Borders, John Horner and Ann
Bittleston.

Under the direction of Del
Corbett "The actors wi1l be
using techniques of the stage in
bringing to life the actual
statements made during the
trials.' ,
"The Investigation" will. be
presented in the Subal Theatre
March 25 through April 2.
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MILLION
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Papers repress ...
demonstrated that the air in
Phoenix is more polluted- (in
regard to particulate matter--a
major concern to respiratory
sufferers, who used to move to
PhoeniX for their health) than,
the air in Los Angeles. One of
my last memories of Phoenis is
driving down the freeway,
choking and gagging on the
fumes, and being unable to see
any of the mountains which
surround
the valley,
only
endless clouds of grey-brown
smog.
Phoenix is running out of water
too. Thanks to the profligate
use of this none-too-abundant
natural resource, the water
table is rapidly falling, which is
driving up irrigation costs,
which have been driving some
farmers out of business. Near
Phoenix, miles long cracks in
the earths surface, caused by
settling due to the falling water
table, have appeared.
To "solve" this problem, the
powers-that-be in Arizona have
come up with a plan which can,
at best, be termes criminally
insane--the
Central Arizona
Project (CAP). The idea behind
the CAP is to divert a large
portion of the water in the
Colorado River to central
Arizona through a string of
canals and via ducts.
if
completed, the CAP will cost in
excess of $2 billion.
The main problem with the
CAP is that the Colorado is
already so overallocated that

[cent, from page 4)
growing, investment is needed
in roads and freeways--once
again, the costs are borne by
both old and new residents;
because Phoenix is so spread·
out, it's virtually impossible to
design an adequate mass transit
system for ito-the private automobile will very likely remain
the primary system of transportation.
Thanks to the automobile,
Phoenix' air is no longer clean.
Shortly after I left EPA figures

MARCH 21

COLD

DRILL

~.

;//

~

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

,-

only a trickle would ever flow
through the network.
At
present, the salinity of the
Colorado is so high that it has
virtually destroyed Mexican
agriculture dependent upon its
waters. And so little is left by
the time it reaches Mexico that
the last few pitiful frops sink
into the desert sands miles from
where the Colorado used to
reach the sea.
Another feature of the CAP
which can only be termed
"totally gone", is the projected
storage site for the waters of the
Colorado. Have the far-sighted
CAP planners decided upon a
vast underground storage tank
for the water (to avoid evaporation losses in the hot, arid
Arizona climate)? Hell no. The
profected storage site is the
proposed Orme Dam, to be
located twenty miles northeast
of Phoenix at the confluence of
the Salt and Verde rivers. The
proposed dam would be 190 feet
high and nearly a mile long.
If those dimensions sound odd,
it's because the are-a in which
the CAP planners propose to
build the dam is virtually flat. A
lake formed behind such a dam
would have a huge surface area,
and, consuquently, huge evaporation
losses.
Another
"benefit" of the Orme Dam
would be to flood out several
hundred dirt-poor Fort McDowell Apaches, and to inundate one of the most beautiful
areas in Arizona.

Toke the stairway
to

Also, thanks in part to the
rapid population growth and
increase inelectrical demand,
Arizona Public Service IS building an atomic power plant in
Buckeye, twenty miles west of
Phoenix.
Needless to say,
electricity rates are going up
fast. A friend of mine who
works for APS told me that a few
months ago an APS customer,
who had just received his bill,
came at him with a steel pipe.
APS reportedly has stationed
armed guards in its offices (at
least in south Phoenix) since the
incident.
Another unpleasant aspect of
life in Phoenix is that the crime
rate is exceptionally high, as is
the rate of heroin addiction. A
couple of years ago Phoenix had
the highest crime rate in the
nation;
it's since slipped
somewhat, but it's still close to
the top. During the last year I
lived in Phoenix, my house was
burglarized twice.
The first
time it happened I called the
Phoenix PD;
after several
hours had passed they sent a
single uniformed cop who took
the serial numbers of the stolen
items and left without further
ado.
The second time it
happened I didn't even bother
to report it.
And while the Phoenix -pigs-the only accurate term for the
gestapo-like Phoenix PD (Boise
cops, at least those I've come in
contact with, are very nice in
comparison)--may be inept at
solving burglaries, they keep
busy--harrassing the young, the
poor, and members of minority
groups. Stop and interrogate/
search is standard operating
procedure of the PD. As you
might have guessed, greasy,
white-shoed businessmen driving Lincolns are not generally
the recipient of such attention,
rather it's people driving old
cars and trucks, people obvi-

ously without connections
downtown.
There are a lot of people like
that in Phoenix. Wages are low
(Arizona is a "Right-To-Work"
state) and unemployment is
high. The boom-town Phoenix
economy proved particularly
vulnerable to the recent recession. I left Phoenix three years
ago at the height of the
recession when I was down to
my last $150 with no prospects
of finding a job. At that time the
unemployment rate there was in
the neighborhood of 14 percent.
To conclude, as I was growing
up, I saw Phoenix going down.
My folks live in a fairly typical
working class neighborhood,
close to downtown. When I was
younger, the neighborhood,
shopping district offered most
essential services-a drugstore,
laundromat,
hardware
store,
barber shop, supermarket, etc.almost all of those stores are
gone now, replaced by sleazy
bars and pornographic theatres
and bookstores. On my last visit
to
Phoenix,
I
saw
a
semi-nude belly dancer dancing
-on the roof of a bar, enticing
customers into it, two blocks
from my parents' house.
Why don't my folks leave?
they're trapped by declining
real estate values, so they just
have to make the best of a bad
situation. That's taken the form
of fixing all the windows in
their house so they won't open
more than six inches, and
installing massive deadbolts on
both the front and back doors.
When they're at home they lock
themselves inside. And,oh yes,
my dad keeps a handgun around
the house.

••••••
It doesn't have to happen here.

up HIGH inside the NICKELODEON
We've got papers, we've got bonqs, We've got
incense, ·we've got masks. We've got pipes of
acrylic, wood, glass, and brass. We've got spoons,
stashes, and posters. And accessories-for when
you smoke. What aint we
got? We aint got dope.
That's right! We've
got everything
from blacklights to
posters, incense to
. paraphernalia. So
take the stairway
to the Stash and
check out Idaho's
most complete Head
Shop. Oh yea, we've
got loads of music too!
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SPRING SPECIALS
SOUND ECONOMY·
Special Warehouse
Clearance of Records

PRICED FROM

$1 98

Classical, Pop, Jazz,Countr-y & West~rn, etc .

SPECIAL BOOK
PURCHASE
at least
1/3 to 1/2 off
original price

HICKELODEOX
. r .:.

6485 FAIRVIEW

I

LINDA VISTA PLAZA
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"Mo~n'Fri
~~urs: 8am-5pm
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,Technologists."",
. ."57.017'0' m'.cr:,ea's'
e ','fior··'
.'c'o.nt·
,'p'ut er
...

400/.'

. ,"

{

'h'"

s

'.

.':'. 39OJoincreasefor
0 mcte~s~
or,.:
arc .Itect .. ' .
Mathematical'

of

Specialists inc'uding PrOgr:am-..
'Speciali~ts; :.....Most'·
this
ers,analysts; SerVice and ,Repair 'increase
wtilbe incQmputer and'
Technicians,'. Sales\yorke'rs, and .' . "marketJ;esearch
specialities.
. Computer Educators. . • . " .'
13% increase for,' elementary
50OJ~' increase:
Medical' . teachers.
..'
.
Pn.>~essionais.~uch ,as Doctors,
. . 2%" decrease ..for
Dentists and Nurses:
. ',' uiliversityteachers.
:.
· 45%' increas~ in' adUlt educa-: 8% .decrease for
tionteachers.··
teachers.
'43% ilicrease' for So,ci~lScien- .
. '. Further information .on • this
tistsand Social Workers: This is
and other. career. related topics
currentiyan. extremely' 'Tight"
is, available 'from Career & .,
are .but the expert's 'are
Financhil" Services,'ROoin 117
·predicting a good situation as
Adininistration.· ,
we approach 1985.

in

. The folJowingis

a sampling of
the dabl:,
'.
: '70%'" inci'eas~' for Health

. April 27-Keep it, open for the
. Gamma Phi Beta 1st Annual Car'
Rally! Doyon consider yourself '
a skilled driver? Come" and
prove it. It's a Greek Week
Everitso Join us and have. soine .'
·fun. PrIzes involved! !Kee;
.'watching
here for' further
information. '

Interested in PERSONNEL .and
INDUSTRIAL .RELATIONS?
Like
be.come part, of BSU's
newest' student .' organization,
pAIR? Bring your, lunch and.
come'to our meeting at 11:30,
March 23; in the Business Bldg,
the Dean's' Conference RoOio.
EVERYONE WELCOM£~HOPE '
. TO SEE' yolJ THERE. .
.

,LOST: Set of lleys on blue BSU
key, ring. If, found please, call
385-3635, or tum into Towers
.desk.

"
Tutors 8J.'e available for' Math,
Chemistry',' and.' most other
subjects upon request. In most '
cases, there is no charge for this
service. If you feel you need
h~lp contactt~e Student Advls~
or.Y:and SpeCial Services. Office,
Room' 11,4, Administration'
. Building,. or call campus extension 3993.' .
.. .

wm

be to . Boulder, Colorado
around the first of June and am
interested
in joining
with'
someone in renting a U-Haul. If
you happen to be moving to the
area at .the same time and are
interested, I can be ,contacted at'
336-2186•

to

·Need m6ther's helper for. ~o
sons, 2% and· 8 months. Our
home 3~8p.in. Monday thm
Friday,: COOk evenhtg Meal.
· 336·2296. ,'.' .

.....

Free health and medical information is now as close ~ your
telephone. Call "'~I-Med· at
377-()430 anytime
Monday
titrbugh Friday, ,9a.m. to 5 p.m.

",
...
J
..
(

~h.eIPwa. nt~~. .....

_

~

.
'-_---....;.-----------'

.1 .They were' some' of the stars"
on Ed Suliivan~s first "Toast ,of
the" T~wnu show (June; iQ,
.1948);
,
.

Women's Alliance Potluck and"
Meeting, Monday, March 28th,.
Minority CUitiand Center, 2256
University Drive. Poduck starts
at 6:p.m~~ followed by our
meeting at 7 p.m. Everyone'Welcome!.!
.,
.

The Cl;flZ~NS COALITION
FOR CIVIL RIGHTS is actively
· seeking support for the women
who have been-Bred from the
Boise Pollee .Dept. without a
· heario2.' Send >your .contrlbutions. ro:WOMEN'S LEGAL DEFENSE f:UND, }l.O.Box 2634;
Boise, Id. 83701
. If you wish to participate in a
.Petition Drive on their behalf,
pick up petitions in' the Student
· Services .Office' . [behind' Info
· "ooth in SUB], OIJ!ferver Books
[Belgravia. Bldg,', :5ih .and
Mainl. Forest Innocent [229 s.
IOthj,; Boise Consumer Co-op
{t515 'N. ' t3th], . Plant Warehouse {tttb and Front], and
· Fairview Conoco' {2403' Fair~iew]•. Donations . of:. canned
'.goods and other food can be left
for .the. women at Observer
. .. Books, also. If you' have' any,
questions, you may call. Obser~
· ver ·at 345~0849•.

• and. listen to. your choice of,
informative health rriessages.A .
listing of avililable tel.medtapes
may be obtained' either through'
,the Ada County Medical Society
of the" Central DistriCt Heaith
, Department III ·Boise./ .

!'

.

'

Women's Syinposium/Celebrationof 'Womanspirit, CO~ing: .
. Aprl~ hi-3rd, Watch for ~etails ,
next. week! . Films, .speakers,
.workshops, and mus.ie!

..

· . The BSU Anthropology .Club
will hold its monthly meetl"g on
March 25 at ·S:OO,p.m. at the
. home of . Mary 'Wlpple, 167' '
W"loway~ Drive.' Ms~ .'.Wlpple '
'wUt'· give' a: presentatlon·.~)D
Afrlcim' music. There 'wiit be 11 .
short business' meeting. preced- .'..
ing the presentation.

.'

.

.WANTED-Apartmen.· to subrent II. Meridian. 939-0977.
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Dahlquist looks over QBs
by Marty Most
ARBITER Sports Editor
. Eighty-four prospects, including 19 new junior college
transfers, are expected to be on
hand next week when Boise
State begins Spring football.
The Broncos' early workouts
will culminate Saturday, April
30 in the 7th Annual BSU
Varsity-Alumni football game in
Bronco Stadium.
Injuries
may force some
players to miss part or all of the
practices. Included among the
wounded are veterans Norm

Cochrane (linebacker, 6-2, 216)
and Ivan Rounds, (6-3, 247
lineman).
Most noticeable among players who won't be seen in spring
drills is Dee Pickett,
the
Bronco's starting quarterback
last season. Pickett is still
recovering from surgery necessitated
by a knee injury
sustained in last year's cam-.
paign. That leaves the quarterbacking in the hands of four
talented, but untried players,
Jeff Mott, Hoskin Hogan, Kevin
McDonald and Rich Harper.
Mott, a graduate of Boise

Netters suffer
through road trip
The Boise State tennis team
returned from a poor showing
on their California trip last
week, dropping six of seven
matches. The Broncos lost to
Deanza, Cal-State Sacramento,
Diablo Valley, Fresno State,
Chico State and Portland. BSU
closed out the trip on an up
note, however, handing Butte
College a 5-4 setback.
Commenting on the trip,
coach Bob Cornwell noted,
"The competition was considerably stronger than that we faced
last year on our California trip."
The BSU team, which features
many young, inexperienced
players "received exposure to
competition out of their reach.
The) gained valuable experience for upcoming matches."

The brightest spot on the
squad thus far is the doubles
team of Mike Megale and
Nelson Gourley. Cornwell noted
that the pair "have
gone
undefeated against some very
tough competition. While we
haven't seen Big Sky teams this
year, these two will do well
against anybody in the conference."
"The biggest problem we
face as a squad," Cornwell says
"is that we lack the depth we
had last year." Future experience for. the inexperienced
could well offset that problem.
The next match for the Bronco
netters takes place this Friday
against just-developing Idaho
State on the BSU tennis courts.

Help The New Mana-ae,"ent
Celebrate! This Sunday &

Every SundayDRAFT BEER 25'
Fram 12:3D
ta Clasinr;

Happy Haul"
5 ta & Man thru Sat
2D~Draft

3D~Bal:tle
arCan

The Hattesl:
Did Fashianed German
Beer SausaraeIn Tawn

Dlympic: Bar
••DB Franl:

Open •• a.m. ta • a.m.

High School, was a classic
drop-back passer as a prep QB.
Last year, Mott lead the Boise
State JV's in passing. However,
reliable sources report that Mott
is seriously considering leaving
Boise State, perhaps for Arizona
Western
JC. in hopes of
eventually
transfering
to a
Pac-l0 school.
Hoskin Hogan, like Mott a
Knap-era holdover, redshirted
last season to save his talents
for the day when Pickett and
one-time Boise State starter
Greg Stern were no longer
around. Regardless of Pickett's

status next fall, Hogan' is a
top-notch
contender
for a
starting job. He's almost a sure
bet to lead the Varsity against
theAlumni in April.
Kevin McDonald of Skyline
High in Idaho Falls, was the
backup quarterback after Pickett's injury last year, but saw
only very limited action (10
attempts. 4 completions, 73
yards( in that role.
Rich Harper is a walk-on from
Raft River High. Harper came
out last season to play defensive
back for the Broncos. This year
he wants to try quarterback, the

position he played in, high
school.
The man who will be most
interested in the quarterback
situation will be B.SU's new
offensive coordinator,
Gene
Dahlquist. Dahlquist. a former
assistant at Idaho State, Utah
and Oregon, joined head coach
Jim Criner's staff early last
month.
Conditioning and fundamentals will be the main order of
business in the spring practices.
A blue-white scrimmage will be
held about a week before the
Varsity-Alumni clash.

Bronco nine lose, win
Wrestlers
return
from

NCAA
finals
The Boise State wrestling
team, boasting Big Sky champions in five weight divisions,
traveled to the NCAA finals last
weekend, but in the face of
strong competition, can back
empty-handed.

BSAC champs Lou Grasso,
Randy Watson, Hector Cedillo
and Tim Matthews all lost their
first round matches. Matthews
loss was especially disappointing. The 177 pound grappler led
2-0 with 5 minutes riding time in
the third and final period, but
lost 5-3.
Steve Needs, after losing in
the first round to the defending
190 pound champion, won three
straight matches. In a match
which could have vaulted Needs
into a pair-up for third place, he
wrestled to a 3-3 tie with the
University of Oklahoma's Big
Eight champ. The overtime
period ended I-I, necessitating
a referee's
decision. Disappointingly, the .referee gave the
OU grappler the decision.
Coach Mike Young is beginning his recruiting for next year,
already pointing towards his
fifth straight Big Sky championship and another
shot at
coaching an NCAA champion.

in Banana Belt Tourney
by Benjamin Tucker
The Boise State baseball team
emerged from the Banana Belt
Tournament in Lewiston last
weekend with a 2-4 tourney
slate. Coach Ross Vaughn's
charges ended the round-robin
affair with two straight victories.
Saturday, the Broncos lost
three games, falling to Puget
Sound 9-4, Whitworth 4-3 (6
innings), and Lewis and Clark
8-2. In the opener,
Brad
MacArthur took the loss as UPS
exploded for eight runs in the
fourth inning. Brent Maxwell
led the Boise attack with a
homerun, double and 3 RBI's.
. Larry Froemming took the loss
in the Whitworth contest as the
Broncos were held to only three
hits. Mike Crnkovich suffered
from wildness in dropping the
Lewis-Clark battle. Ken Hollingsworth and Mike Giusti led
the BSU attack with two hits a
piece.
In Sunday's action, BSU
shellacked Central Washington
11-2, erupting for nine runs in
the top of the seventh to break
open a 2-2 standoff. Fourteen
batters went to the plate in the
inning, before the fourth CWSC
pitcher of the inning retired the
side. Wally Foster and Brent
Maxwell led the attack for
.Boise, collecting five of the

"No One

Intramurals
Co-ed Softball starts soon

.

-Roster due in Intramural office
by March 24
-5 men, 5 women per team
requirement
-First game will be March 28
-SIGN UP NOW!!!!!!
Co-ed Volleyball
The cooed volleyball champs
are the Jolly Ballers. The
Ballers won their semifinal
game 15-0; 15-5 over the Net
Knockers. Then in the championship the Jolly Ballers defeated the Kintamas 15-4; 15-2 to
claim the crown.
Men's Basketball

Knows the
Athlete's Foot
like ...

TENNIS

Cole & Ustick .377-2370

squad's eight hits. Maxwell
drove home two runs. Steve Van
Stone scattered eight Central
Washington hits to register his
first win without a loss.
In the nightcap. Bronco ace
Keith Gradwohl came within
one pitch of a no-hitter against
Idaho. Only a second inning
single spoiled his otherwise
perfect performance. The BSU
hurler lost not only his no-hitter.
but a shutout. as the single led
to the Vandals only tally of the
game. Brian Stokes pitched an
excellent game to all of the
Bronco batters except oneBrent
Maxwell.
Maxwell
touched the Vandal hurler for a
homerun and triple, driving in
two runs and handing the
Vandals
a 3-1 loss.
Ron
McHenry's single and Maxwell's three-bagger gave BSU a
two-run first, and that was
enough for Gradwohl, who
upped his record to 2-0.

Cole Village.

The Celtics defeated
the
Curtain Rods 62-32 to. win the
championship this semester.
The Celtics defeated the B-1
Beavers and the Rods sqeaked
by Little Feat to gain the finals.

UNCC. as the 4gers prefer to
'be called. swept past Central
Michigan 90-81. Syracuse 81-59,.
and number one Michigan 73-67
to gain a.berth in the, final four ..
Last year the 4gers shocked the
basketball world 'by sweepIng
. past several t~p twenty teams in
the NIT before being edged by
Kentucky ..in the finals 7,1-67.
This year UNCC was a known
qu·antity. but not even 'Jeane
Dixon could have forseen their
. startling upset of Michigan. Led
by 6-8 center Cedric "Cornbread" Maxwell, who leads the
4gers in scoring, rebounding
and brings the ball up court,
UNCC is the .smallest team in

I

the final four. 6-4 Lew Massey
and 6-6 Kevin King start up
front for UNCC, .while the
backcourt is manned by 6-3
Melvin "Bionic" Watkins and
6-2 Lee Whitfield.

.
U~CC
Marquette
. .
.:This match-up. poses a. difficult choice: One. team attemptlQg to win it all for their
departing headcoech. and the
other team attempting to gain

·v.

UNLV V. Marquet1;e
Provided both teams make it ...
'into the 'final game, this could
.develop into one of .the all-time
'classics in NCAA play. The
stage set:' run-and-gu» . versus
set-it-up; wait-for-the-pe!centage-shot on offense; scrambling
full-court man-to-man versus
the multiple zones and man-to-

Totals for the year come to,
180-53, for a .772 slate;

********

Use .these ·coupons·.
.
and prove two can -eat .cneaper than one!
,

BIG BOY.
Restaurants
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BSU Women close season';
by Benjamin Tucker
The Boise State women's
basketball team closed out their
1976-77 campaign with a 75-68
loss to Western Washington in
the finals of the NeWSA
Regional Championships
on
March 12.
Marking the end of outstanding careers were Boise State
seniors Kendra Falen, Elaine
Elliott, Elaine Clegg, and Bette
Will.
Claiming
second
in the
Northwest
for the second
straight
year, the Broncos
gamely . battled back from a
42-33 halftime deficit to grab a
44-42 lead with 17:31 left in the
contest.
BSU and WWSC traded leads
until the Broncos tied the
contest up a 54-54 with 12:07
left on the clock.
Joni Slagle, who led the
Vikettes with 20 points gave the
lead to her team for good with a
jumper at 11:46.
Thirty-eight seconds later,
Elliott was called for her fourth
foul, and before coach Connie
Thorngren could replace the
Boise State senior, Elliott fouled
out with 11:03 left in the
contest. Elliott, the sparkplug of

"

Elaine Clegg battles for a rebound In second half action as Westem Washington's
Tammy Nigretto [10] looks on In championship contest.

JoAnn BurreD sides with • tum-around Jumper In semlftnal 8ctIon against Portland .
State. The Broncos defeated the Vikings to advance to the championship game
against Westem Washington. Portland subsequently lost to Montana State In the
consolation bracket.
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BSU CHEER & DANCE
SQUAD TRY-OUTS
Last year, we had such a great turn-out, that it's going to
happen again!!! It We are striving for our second year of
successfully pleasing BSU students, Bronco fans and athletes.

Try-outs will be scheduled for Friday, AprU 15th, at 3:00 p.m. i'n
the SUB Ballroom. Two cllnles will be held, one on Wed., March
30---4:00 to 6:00 p.m. and the other on Wednesday, AprU
~7th---2:00to 5:00. The compulsory ~dance routine for the girls
will be taught at these times while the guys work on their double
stunts and tumbling, not to mention the cheerfng. Screening of
individuals will take p.lace at the second clinic.
Interested students will be judged on the .following:
1] Appearance and showmanship
2] Personality and Audience Appeal
3] Technique of dance [ for girls] and overall ability
4] Double stunts [ for the guys and the girls]
5] 1 short cheer [words taught at the clinic-you provide actions ]
for the guys .and girls

3 guys & 8 girls will be selected
For information call:

,
Lee Mercy 385-1979,
SUB Directors OffiCe385-1556
or Liz Fitzgerald 344-4737

Applications. may be picked up from these people
,

.

j

